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Case of Homicide by an Insane Person. By FREDERICK
NKEDHAM, M.D., Medical Superintendent, Barnwood
House, Gloucester.

I venture to send to the Journal of Mental Science the
following report of a recent trial for Murder, because by a
multiplication of such reports not only are we supplied with
psychological facts, which may be classified to form the bases
of important principles bearing upon the relations of insanity
and crime, but we are also furnished, in the rulings of the
Judges, with materials for an oral law, which will probably
ultimately find its way to the Statute Book, to the extinction
of that unreasoning interpretation which is opposed alike to
the teachings of science, to common sense, and to humanity.

Elizabeth Cole, about 30 years of age, the wife of a
labourer, was charged, at the Gloucester Summer Assizes,
with the wilful murder of her infant child. She had been
married for six years, and had three children, of whom the
deceased, aged three months, was the youngest.

Previously to her marriage she had suffered distinct
attacks of melancholia, and, since her last confinement, had
been gradually relapsing into a melancholic condition. So
much was this the case that when her husband left home to
go to his daily work, it was his custom to engage a little girl,
the daughter of a neighbour, to stay in the house for the
purpose of exercising supervision over her.

On the day of the murder, the husband being away, the
prisoner, on some pretence, got rid of her juvenile attendant
and two elder children, and in their absence nearly decapi
tated the infant by means of a chopper, its body and almost
severed head being found on the top step of the stairs lead
ing to the upper rooms. On being questioned she said, " I
did it ; I could not help it ; I felt I must do it."

She gave the following account of herself and her crime at
the interviews which I had with her for the purposes of her
defence, but she was evidently intensely depressed, and could
only be induced to speak at intervals, and under constant
pressure.

She said, " My husband had recently taken a larger house,
and I thought it was more than we could manage, for I was
not feeling well or able to exert myself much, and I was
sleeping badly. I had felt thus, and depressed in spirits,
ever since the birth of my baby, arid I feared I should be
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unable to attend to it properly, and that it woiild be
neglected and suffer. I loved it more than either of my other
children, and I could not bear that it should feel the want of
my care. Gloomy thoughts kept coming into my mind, and
at last I was tempted to take my own life, and free myself
from the trouble which I believed to be coming upon me. This
temptation returned again and again, but I struggled against
it, for I felt that I could not bear to leave my baby. Then
the thought occurred to meâ€”Kill the baby, and take it from
the trouble to come. I dwelt upon this idea until I had
decided that I would act upon it, and one morning I sent the
two children and the little girl who looked after me into the
garden, and killed my baby on the stairs with a chopper. I
was not vexed with it for anything. I loved it very dearly,
and only wished to save it from suffering."

Such was the account of the crime and the motives for itscommission dragged from, her little by b'ttle ; evidently told

at all most imwillingly.
It was interesting in several particulars. Tt shewed, as the

histories of so many crimes committed by insane persons do
show, that the direction of the homicidal act is often a mere
accident, the result of love, fear, or other passing or more
permanent emotion of the mind ; suicide being frequently
suggested, and abandoned for reasons which, in presence
of the crime itself, seem feeble and absurd, but to the
diseased mind are, doubtless, valid and all sufficient. The
desire is to kill one or two or more, and the rest is often a
matter of opportunity or chance. It shewed, moreover, as so
many of these histories do shew, how difficult it may be
prima facie to assign motives for crimes committed under the
influence of insane beliefs.

At the trial, the Judge (Mr. Justice Grove) drew an impor
tant distinction in his ruling. After stating the well-known
unscientific legal definition of responsibility, he saidâ€”" a
knowledge of right and wrong does not necessarily imply
such a knowledge as is possessed by persons of ordinary sane
mind. An insane person may know that he is taking away
human life, and so committing a crime in the eye of the
law, but to him it may seem a rightful, or, at least, not a
wrongful act, and, in this view, he would not be responsible."

In this sense I could reconcile the dictum of the law and
the teachings of science, and aid the prisoner by affirming
that, while I could not have said that she did not recognise
the abstract difference between right and wrong, or was not
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aware when she committed murder that she was doing a
wrongful act as against the law, I was satisfied that the law
set up in her mind as the result of disease was to her a
higher law than any mere external code, however perfect,
could possibly be.

The prisoner was acquitted on the ground of insanity.

The Importance of Uniformity in Microscopical Observations of
Brain Structure. By A. H. NEWTH, M.D.

The importance of microscopical observation as an adjunct
to the study of disease is so very obvious that few can possi
bly deny its value. The great advancement that has been
made in pathology, by the aid of the microscope, during the
last few years, has almost completely changed most of the
ideas that were formerly held as to the nature, prognosis,
diagnosis, and treatment of many diseases. Diseases which
were formerly shrouded m obscurity as to their real nature,
are now clearly defined ; we are enabled to trace the fons et
origo of the causes which have been at work insidi
ously undermining the constitution, destroying gradually
aud surely important organs. We are enabled to employ a
more certain means of diagnosis by discriminating structures
from one another, which, to the unaided eye, seem alikeâ€”
thus forming a more sure prognosis. Pathology has, in fact,
become a new science by the aid of the microscope. And as
microscopical observation becomes more complete, as better
means of differentiating structures are discovered, while
microscopic objectives are made of more perfect definition,
so will the study of histology, and consequently pathology,
rank higher and higher, till at last its place may almost, if
not entirely, be raised to that of one of the exact sciences.
The microscopist does not deal in hypothetical abstractions,
but in demonstrable facts ; truths which it is impossible to
dispute, except from errors of observation. These errors
are, however, in some cases formidable, for so many circum
stances arise tending to obscure observation. Hence, there
is a great necessity for co-operation in the work of histology
and pathology, in order that these errors may be seen and
understood, then grappled with and overcome. Observers
must be willing to work more in unison, to compare results,
to submit their work to the severest criticism possible : until
they do so the science of histology will only slowly progress




